Patient with controlled/chronic cancer symptoms with RTID?

- Risk for asymptomatic/early SARS-CoV-2?
  - Therapy interval?
    - Yes
      - Deferral of therapy generally recommended until RTID resolved
      - Intermittent therapy
      - Strict contact isolation for at least 14 days, then treat cancer as clinically indicated and continue contact isolation
    - No
      - Deferral of therapy generally recommended until RTID resolved
      - Intermittent therapy
      - Strict contact isolation
      - No deferral of any therapy

- Therapy interval?
  - Low
    - Deferral of therapy generally recommended until RTID resolved
    - Intermittent therapy
    - Strict contact isolation
    - No deferral of any therapy
  - High
    - Therapy generally recommended
    - Continuous therapy
    - SARS-CoV-2 asymptomatic/early
      - Risk for cancer as clinically indicated and continuing intermittent therapy
      - Continuous therapy
    - No deferral of any therapy

- Therapy interval?
  - Therapy interval?
  - Therapy interval?
  - Therapy interval?
  - Therapy interval?
  - Therapy interval?